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REGULATIONS DATED 2.7TH SEPTEMBER, 1956, MADE BY THE MINISTRY 
OF HOME AFFAIRS ONDER SECTION FOUR OF THE ROAD TRAFFIC 
ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND), 1955. 

1956. No. 149. [C] 
The Ministry o'f Home Affairs, in exercise of the powers vested 

in it by Section four of the Road Traffic Act (Northern Ireland), 
1955,(a) and of all other powers enabling it in that behal;(, hereby 
makes th~ following Regulations:-

PART I 
PRELIMINARY 

Commencement and Citation 
1. These Regulations shall come into operation on the first day 

of October, 1956, and may be cited as "The Motor Vehicles (Use 
and Construction) (Track Laying Vehicles) Regulations 
(Northern Ireland), .1956 ". 

Interpretation 
2.-( 1) In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise 

requires, the following expressions have the meanings hereby 
respectively assigned to, them:-

"agricultural trailer" means a trailer the property of a 
person engaged in agriculture which is not used on a road 
for the conveyance of any goods or burden other than 
agricultural prodUce or articles required for the purposes 
of agriculture; , 

" articulated vehicle " means a heavy motor .car or a motor 
car with a trailer so attached to the drawing vehicle that 

,part of the trailer is superimposed upon the, drawing 
vehicle,and when the trailer is uniformly loaded not less 
than 20 percent. of the weight of its load is borne by the 
drawing, vehicle; , 

~'indivisible load" means a load which cannot without 
undue expense or risk of damage be divided into two or 
more loads 'for the purpose of conveyance on a road; 

"land implement" means any implement or machinery 
used with a land locomotive or a land tractor in connection 
with agriculture, grass cutting, forestry, land levelling, 
dredging or similar operations and includes a living van 
and any trailer which for the time being carries only the 
necessary ge:;tr or equipment of the land locomotive or land 
tractor whicl). draws it; , 

"land locomotive" means a locomotive designed and used 
, primarily for work on the lanq. in connection with agricul
,ture, forestry, land levelling, dredging or similar 

operations, which is driven on a road only when proceeding 
to and from the site ,of such work and Which when so 
driven hauls nothIng other than Hmd hriplements; 

"land tractor" ,means a motor tractor designed and used 
, primarily ,'for ,work on the land in connection with 
agricultur,e, grass cutting, forestry, land levelling, 
dredging and similar operations, which is driven on a road 
onJy when proceeding to and from the site of such wQrk 

(a) 1955 c. 27. 
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and which when so driven hauls nothing' other than land 
implements or agricultural trailers; 

" locomotive" means a heavy locomotive, or a light 
locomotive; " 

" overall length" means the length ot a vehiCle measured 
between vertical planes at right angles, to the longitudinal 
axis -of the vehicle and passing through the extreme 

, projecting points tfiereot exclusive of:
(a) any starting handle, 
(b) any hood when down,. 
(c) 'any ladder forming part of a turntable fire-escape 

fixed to a vehicle, 
(d) any telescopic 'fog lamp when extended, and 
(e) any sno,w-plough fixed in front of a vehicle; 

"overall width" means the width of a vehicle measured 
between vertical planes paralle'l to the longitudinal axis of 
the vehicle and passing through the6'xtreme projecting. 
points thereof exclusive of:-
(a) any driving mirror, 
(b) any direction indicator, 
(c) any snow-plough fixed in front of the vehicle, and 
(d) so much of the distortion of any tyre as is caused by 

the weight of the ven,icle; . 
"pneumatic tyre" means a tyr'e which complies in all 

respects with the following requirements:~ 
,(i) it shall be provided with a continuous closed chamber 

containing air at a pressure substantially exceeding 
atmospheric pressure when the tyre is in the condition 
in which it is normally used, but is not subJected to 
any load; 

(ii) it ,shall be capable of being inflated and deflated 
without removal from the wheel or vehicle; 

(iii) it shall be such that, when it is deflated and, is 
subjected to a normal load, the 'sides of the tyre 
collapse; 

" registered" means-
(a) in the case of a vehicle which was registered at any 

time under the Roads Act, 1920(a), the date on which 
it was 'first so registereq;; and 

(b) in th~ case o~f any other vehicle, the date on which it 
was first registered uno.er the Vehicles (Excise) Act 
(Northern Ireland), 1954(b), or'the VehicleS (Excise) 
Act, 1949(c); 

"safety glass" means glass so constructed or treated that 
if fractured, it· does not fly into fragments capable of 
causing severe cuts; ". ' 

" track laying" in relation, :to a vehictle means that the 
, vehicle is so designed: and ,constructed that the weight 

thereof is transmitted to the road surface either by means 
of continuous tracks Qr, by a combination of wheels and' 
,continuous tr?-cks in such circumstances that the weight 

(a) 1-0 &; 11 Geo, '5. c. 72. 
(b) 1954 !C. 17. 
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transmitted to the road surface by the tracks is not less 
than half the weight of the vehicle; . 

"vehicle in the ,service of a visiting force" means a vehicle 
belonging to the service authorities of such a force and 
used 'for the purposes of such a force, and any other vehicle 
when used as aforesaid by a person subj ect to the orders 
of any member of such a force; 

"visiting force" means any su~h body, contingent or detach
ment of the forces of any country as is a visiting force fOr 
the purposes of the provisions of. the Visiting Forces Act. 
1952(a)-
(a) which apply to that country by virtue of paragraph (a) 

of subsection (1) of section 1 .of. tl1at Act, or 
(b) which 'from time to time apply to that country by 

virtue of paragraph,(b) of subsection (1) of the said 
section 1 and of :any Order in Council made or here
after to be made under the said section 1 designating 
that country for the purposes of all the provisions of 
that Act following subsection .(2) of the said section 1; 

and" member" and" service authorities" have the same 
meanings respectively as they have in the Visiting Forces 
Act, 1952; , 

" wheel " in the case of- a motor vehicle or trailer means a 
wheel, the tyre or rim of' which when the vehtcle is in 
motion on a road is in contact witl1 the ground; 

"works trailer" means a trailer designed for use in private 
premises and used on a road only ln passing from one part 
of any such premises to another, or to other private 
premises in the immediate neighbourhood; 

. "works truck " means a motor vehiCle designed fpr use in 
private premises and used on a road only in passing ~rom 
one part of :any such premises to another, or to other 
private premises in the immediate neighbourhood. 
(2) Except where otherwise provtded in these Regulations 

a tyre shall not be deemed to be of soft or elastic material unless 
the said material is either:-

(i) continuous round the circumference of the wheel, or 
. (it) fitted in sectionssQ, that so far as reasonably practic-

able rao space is left -between the ends thereof, 
and is of such thickness and design as'to minimise, so far as 
reasonably possible, vibration when the vehicle is in motion, and 
so constructed as to be fJ;ee from any defect which might in any 
way cause damage to the sur:face ot a road. . 

(3). For the PUrpose of these Regulations a brake drum 
shall not be deemed to 'form part :of a otaking system. 

(4) For the purpose of these Regulations any two wheels 
of a motor vehicle or trailer shall be' regarded as one wheel if 
the distance between the centres of the are'as of contact between 
such wheels and the road surface is less ,than 18 inches. 
Ap'Dltcatio.n and Exemptions 

3.-(1) These Regulations shall apply to track laying vehicles 
only. , , . 

(a) 15 ;& 16, Geo, 6',.& 1 EUz. 2. e, '67. 

13 
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t2) Regulatlons 5, 6, 14, 16,22 and 26 shall not apply to 
road rollers. 

(3) Every motor. vehicle registered befo.re the expiration of 
oheyear from the making of any Regulation hereot by which 
the requirements as regards the constructioh or weight af any 
class ar descriptian af vehicles is varied shall be exempt tram the 
requirements of that Regulation tor a periad of 5 years fram the 
making thereaf, provided that it complies with the requirements 
of any enactment to. which it w01:!ld have been subject 
immediately priar to the making af that Regulation. 

(4) Regulatians.4 to 6, 8 to 11, 13 to 17 and 20 to 4~ inclusive 
and Regulatians 63 and 66 shall not apply to. any vehicle in the 
service af a visiting force. 

PART II 

REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE CONSTRUCTION, WEIGHT AND 
EQUIPMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES AND TRAILERS 

A.~GENERAL 

Overall length 
4. The overall length of a matar vehicle shall not exceed 

30 feet. 

Variation 01 wheel load 
5. Every matar vehicle or trailer with mare than two wheels 

shall be provided with such compensating arrangement as will 
ensure that· all the wheels will remain in contact with the raad 
surface and' under the most adverse canditions will not be 
subjected to abnormal variatians of load:. 

Provided that this requirement shall nat apply to any 
steerable wheel of a mator vehicle i'f the load on such wheel does 
not exceed 2-l tans. 

Springs and resilient material . 
6.-(1) Save as provided in paragraphs (2) and (3), 

(a) every motar vehicle and trailer drawn thereby shall 
be ·equ~pped with suitable 'and sufficient springs 
between each wheel and the frame of the vehicle; 

(b) every motar vehicle and ev:ery trailer drawn thereby 
shall have resilient material interposed between the 
rims af the weight carrying rollers and the road 
surface so that the weight of the vehicle (other than 
that barne· by the wheels, if anY,and not necessarily 
including that partian af the track in contact with the 
raad surface) is supported by the resilient material; 
and 

(c) every heavy motarcar and' motor car and -every trailer 
drawn thereby shall have suitaple and sufficient 
springs between the frame of the v:ehicle and the 
weight carrying rollers. 

(2) This Regulation shall not apply to-
(a) any vehicle registered on or· before 1st January, 1932;' 
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(b) any land locomotive, land tractor, land implement, 
agricultural trailer or trailer used solely for, or empty 
in connection with, the haulageo;f round timber; or 

(c) any mobile crane. 
(3) Sub-paragraphs' (a) and (c) of paragraph (1) shall not 

apply to any works truck or works trailer . 
. Parking brakes 

7. Every motor vehiclE;) shaH :be equipped with a braking 
system (which may be one of the braking systems herea'fter 
prescribed) so designed and constructed that it can at all times 
be set to lock the tracks of the vehicle so as to prevent their 
movement when the vehicle is not being driven or is left 
unattended: 

Provided that this Regulation shall not apply to a land 
locomotive registered on or before 1st January, 1932. 
Tracks 

8. In the case of every vehicle those parts of the tracks which 
come into contact with the road surface snaIl be flat and have 
a minimum' width of half an inch. The total area of each track 
actually in 00ntact with the road surface at anyone time shall 
be not less than. 36 square inches in respect of each ton of the 
total weight of the vehicle which is transferr·ed to the road 
surface by means of the tracks or (in the case o'f a land loco
motive or land tractor registered before 1st January, 1936) in 
respect of each ton of the unladen weight of the vehicle . 

. Vacuum or pressure braking systems 
9. Every motor vehicle registered on or after 1st October, 1937, 

which is fitted with a braking system which embodies a vacuum 
or pressure reservoir· or reservoirs shall be provided with a 
warning device so placed as to be readily visible to the driver 
of the vehicle when in the driving seat in order· to indicate any 
impending failure or deficiency in the vacuum or pressure system. 
Speed indicator 
10.~( 1) To every motor vehicle, registered on or after 

1st October, 1937, other than a land tractor or a vehicle which 
it is at all times unlawful to drive at a speed ,exceeding 12 m.p.h .. 
there shall be fitted an instrument sd constructed and in such 
position as at all times to indicate to the driver of the vehicle 
within a margiri o;f accuracy' of plus or minus. ten per cent. if 
and when he is driving at, a speed in excess of that specified in 
paragraph (2). . 

(2) The .speed to which reference is made in paragraph (1) 
shall be such speed as is specified in the. Schedule as the maximum 
speed 'for the vehicle to which the instrument aforesaid is fitted 
in compliance with this Regulation, or If no, such, speed' is 
prescribed, 30 m.p.h.: 

Provided that when, by reason of the fact that a vehicle 
to whicb. this Regulation applies is drawing a trailer or traU~rs 
the maximum speed at which it is lawful to drive such vehicle 
is lower than the speed at which it is lawful to. drive such vehicle 
without such trailer or trailers, the instrument aforesaid shan 
hot be required to indicate such lower speed. 
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Diameter of wheels 
11.. All wheels of a motor, vehicle and all wheels ·of a trailer 

which are equipped with tyres other than pneumatic tyres shall 
have a rim diameter of not less than 670 mm.:· , 

Provided that this Regulation shall not apply to:-
(a) any motor vehi,cle registered on or befor,e 2nd January, 

1933; 
(b) any trailer constructed betor~ 1st January, 1933; 
(0) any wheel fitted to a motor car registered on or befOre 

1st July, 19a6, if the diameter of the wheel inclusiv~ 
o'f the tyre is not less than 670 mm.; 

(d) any works truck ·or Works trailer not exceeding 30 cwt. 
in weight unladen; 

(e) any motor vehicle or trailer designeq.' tor use and t!.seQ. 
solely in connection with street cleansing, the 
collection ,or disposal of refuse or the collection or 
disposal of the contents of gullies or cesspools; 

. (1) any mobile crane; ot 
(g) any land implement. 

Reversing 
12. Every motor vehicle which exceeds 8 cwt. in weight 

llnladen shall be capable ,of being so worked, that it may travel 
either forwards or backwards. 

View to the front 
• '13; Every motor vehicle' shall be so designed, and constructed 
that the driver thereof while controlling the vehicle can at all 
times have a full view of the r.oad and traffiC ahead of the motor 
vehicle. 

Mirrors 
14. Every motor vehicle shall be equipped either internally 

or externally with a mirror so constructed and fitted to the motor 
vehfcle as to assist the driver if .he so deSires to become aware 
of traffic to the rear of the vehicle: . . 

Provided that this Regulation shall not apply 00:
(a) a land locomotive; 
(b) a land tractor.; 
(0) a motor vehicle when drawing a trailer:if a person is 

carried on the trailer in a. pOSition w;hich affords an 
uninterrupted view to .the rear and such person is 
provided with effiCient means .Q'f communicating to the 
driver .the effect of .sign'als given by the drivers of other 
vehicles in rear thereof; or " 

(d) a .works truck .if the driver can easily ,ol:?taln a clear 
view of traffic to the rear. 

Safety glass 
15;-(1) The glasS of wind':'screens and windows facing to the 

front on the outside of any In0to~ vehiCle snaIl bes~fety glass. 
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(2)" For the purposes .of this Regu~ation any Wind-screen 
or. windo,w at the fro.nt of the vehicle the inner surface of which 
is at an angle exceeding 30 degrees to the longitudinal axis of 
the vehicle shall be deemed to; 'face to. the front. 
Warning instruments 

16. Every motor vehicle other than a works truck, a locomotive 
or a land tractor shall be fitted with an instrument capable of 
giving audible and sufficient warning o.f its approach or positioQn: 

. Provided that noQ such instrument shall consist of a gong, 
bell or Siren. . . 

Silencers , 
. 17. Every vehicle propelled by an internal .combustion engine 
shall be fitted with a Silencer, expansion chamber or other 
contrivance suitable and sufficient for reducing as far as may be 
reasonable the noise' caused by the escape of the ·exhaust gases 
from the engine. ' . 

Emission oj smoke or vapour 
18. Every motor vehicle shall be so constructed that no avoid

able smoke or visible vapour is emitted therefrom. 
Emission oj sparks or grit 
. 19. Every motor vehicle using solid fuel shall be fitted with 
an efficient appliance for the purpose .of preventing the emission 
of sparks or grit, and also with a tray or shield to prevent ashes 
and cinders from falling on to the road. 

B.-LOCOMOTIVES 
Overall width 

20. The overall width of a loconiotive shall not exceed 
9 feet. 
Unladen weight 

21. The unladen weight of a heavy locomotive shall not 
exceeq. 15! tons,or where all the wheels are fitted with tyres 
of soft or elastic material and where resilient material is inter
posed between the rims of the weight carrying rollers and the 
road surface so that the weight of the vehiCle (other than that 
bo.rne by the wheelsy if any, .andnot necessarily' including that 
portton of the track in co.ntact with the road surface), is 
supported by the resilient material, 1T!. tons: 

Ty.res 

'Provided that: ~ . 
(i) these weights may be exceeded by 1i- tons if the 

loconiotivecarries as a permanent fitting any jib 
crane, dynamo or extra Winding drum or anyone or 
mo.re of such fittings, and 

(ii) in the case of cable, ploughing engines the weight of 
any winding or windlass gear shall not be included in 
computing the unladen weight. 

22.-(1) Save as provided in paragraph (2), every wheel ot a 
locomotive shall be equipped with a tyre of soft or elastic material 
which either-
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(a), extends continuously round the circumference O'f the 
'wheel, or .' . 

. (b) is fitted in sections in such manner that 
(i) at no POiIlt is any s.ection separated by mOTe than 

i inch from any adjacent section, and 
(ii) the aggregate extent of all spaces between the 

sections measured along any line taken round the 
'outer surface of the tyre and parallel to its edge 
does not exceed ·6' inches. 

(2) Paragraph (1) Shall not apply to ·any steering wheel 
of a land locomotive if the tyre thereof is smooth-soled and 
. where the tyre' touches the surface of the road is not less than 
5 inches fn width. . 

Brakes , 
23 .. Every 10Gomotive shall peequipped with an efficient 

braking system, the brakes of which act upon' the tracks, so 
designed and constructed that the application of the brakes .will 
bring the vehicle to rest within a reasonable. distance. 

C.-MOTOR TRACTQRS, HEAVY MOTOR CARS AND lViOTOR CARS 

B~~ . 
24. In the case of every motor tractor, heavy motor car 'or 

Diotor Car:- . 
(1) The vehicle shall be equipped with an efficient braking 

system or syst~ms With two means of operatioll so 
q.esigned and -constructed that notwithstanding the 
failure of any part (other than a fixed member or a 
brake shoe anchor pin) through or by means of which 
the force necessary to apply the brakes is transmitted, 
there shall still be available for application by the 
driver to two tracks on' opposite sides OA the vehicle 
brakes 'sufficient under the most adverse conditions to 
bring the vehicle to rest within a reasonable <listance: 

provided that this paragraph shall not apply iIl the. 
case of a road roller or a land tractor if the vehicle 

. is equipped with one effiCient braking system With one 
means of operation so designed ap.d constructed that 
the application of the brakes will bring the vehicle 
to rest Within a reasonable distance. 

(2) The applica~ion of one means of . .operatioh shall not 
affect or operate the 'pedal or hand lever of the other 
means of .operation. . . 

(3) No braking system shall be rendered ineffective by the 
non-rotation of the engihe: . 

(4) All the brakes operated Oy one of the means .of 
operatiqn shall be capable of being applied by direct 
mechanical action without the. intervention of any 
hydrauliC, electric or ppeumatic device .. 

(5) Where any brake' shoe is capabie 'Of being appUed by 
more than one means of operation all the tracks o'f 
the vehicle shall be. fitted with brakes and one of the 
means of operation shall /operate a brake on each 
track: 
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Provldedthat whete, means of operatiDIi are 
pro:v:idE;ld in addition to those prescribed by this 
Regulation' such additional means of operation may 
be disregarded for the purposes ,of this paragr~ph. 

(6) IIi the case of a vehic~e registered on or after 
1st January, 19;36, every movmg shaft to which any 

, part of a braking system or ~ny means of operation 
thereof is connected or, by which it is supported shall 
be deemed to be part of that system. ' 

Overall width , 
25. ,The overail width of a motor tractor, heavy motor car ·or 

motor car shall not exceed 7 feet 6 inches: 
.' . . '. , . 

Provided that, in the case ot a heavy motor car registered 
on or before 1stJ:uIY, 1932, this width may be exceeded by 6 inches 
if the excess width has been necessarily caused by the conversion 
of the vehicle from use 'with solid tyres to use wit:Q. pnEmmatic 
tyres. 

Tyres' 
26. ,Every wb,eel of a motor. tractor shall be eq~ipped with a 

pneumatic tyreora tyre of soft, or elastic material: 
Provided that this Regulation shall not apply to any 

steering wheel of a land tractor if the tyre thereof is smooth
soled and where, the tyre touches the surface of the road is not 
less than 2l inches in width. 

27.-(1) Save as provided in paragraph (2), every wheel of a 
heavy motor car or a motor car the unladen weight ot which 
exceeds one ton shall be equipped with a pneumatic tyre. 

(2) In the case of, any of the following vehicles every 
wheel shall be equipped with a pneumatic tyre or a tyre of soft 
or elastic material.:~ 

(a) vehicles registered on or before 2nd January, 1933; 
(b) vehicles exceeding 4 tons in weight unladen mainly 

used in'operations wJ:lichnecessitate working on rough 
ground or unmade roads; , 

(c) Ve:Q.icles designed for use and used solely in connection 
With str.eetcleansing, the collection or disposal of 
refuse or the ,collection or disposal 'of the, contents of 
gullies or Gesspools; , 

(d) turn.table fire escapes; 
(e) tower wagons ; and 
(1) works 'truckS note:xceedin,g 30 cwt. in w'eight unladen. 

Muaguards 
2'8. A heavy motor car or motor car shall be pro;vided with 

mudguards or other similar fittings to .catch, so Jar as practicable, 
mud or water thrqwn up by the rotation of the whe,els or move
ment of the tracks, unless adequate protection is afforded by the 
'body qf the vehicle:., " . ' 
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Provided tb.at this Regulation shall not apply-
(a) in relation to the wheels or tracks at the rear .of any 

heavy motor car or motor car for the time being 
forming part of an articulated vehicle it the trailer 
forming the reIlJ.aining part of the articulated vehicle 
is used only for I or empty in connection with, the 
carriage of round timber; Qr. 

(b) in the case of a vehicle in an unfinished condition 
proceeding to a works for completion. 

D.-TRAILERS 

Overa~Z Zength .' 
29. The overal~ length of a trailer (exclliding any draw bar) 

shall not exceed 22 feet: . 
Provided that this Regulation shall not apply to-
(a) a trailer constructed and normally used for the 
, conveyance of indivisible loads of exceptional length; 
(b) a land implement; 
(c) a trailer forming part of an articulated vehicle; or' 
(d) any broken down vehicle which is being drawn by a 

motor vehicle in consequence Of the breakdown. 

OveraU 'width 
3u. The overall width of a trailer (othel' than a land' 

implement) shall not exceed 7 teet 6 inches: , 
Provided that this Regulation shall not apply to any 

broken down vehicle which is being drawn by a motor vehicle in 
consequence of the breakdown .. 

Brakes 
31.-(1) Save as provided in paragraph (2), every trailer 

exceeding 2 cwt. in weight unladen shall have an efficient braking 
system the brakes ,of which act upon the tracks and. which is so 
constructed that-

(a) when th~ trailer is not being drawn the brakes are 
capable of being set so as effectually to prevent the 
tracks from movement; 

(b) when the trailer is being drawn the brakes auto
matically come into operation on the overrun of the 
trailer or in the case of a trailer drawn by a vehic~e 
having steerab1e wheels at the front the brakes can 
be applied either by the driver of the drawing vehicle 
or by some other person on the vehicle or trailer; and 

(c) in the case of trailers constructed on or after 1st April, 
1938, the braldng system is not rendered ineffective 
by the non-rotation of the engine of the dr:awing 
vehicle. 

'(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to 
. (a) arty land implement or agricultural traHer; 
(b) any trailer designed for use and used for street 

cleansing which does not carry any load other than 
its necessary gear and equipment; 
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. (c)' 'any brokendoWli"VehiCi'e'whiJ~li 'is being drawn by a 
motor y·ehicle in consequence' of the breakdown. 

T 
. \'!:~ '\,"", I'" '. . " 

yres , , '" ' " . ',., ' 
"'~2: "S1;tbject to 'the"'provisi'Qh$,'6f'R~gul~tiQn 33 every wheel Qf 
a' ttaHet' wilen the trailer' is~ being' 'drawn on', a road sha;ll be 
equipped with :a pneumatic'tyre or a tyre of so:ft orel1astic 
material: . ' :,... , . 

Provided that th~S Re'g1il~tichi~hali )idt apply to ·any land 
iinpl~~en.tot agticultu~al trailer~ : ' ' 

\ ~ ".. 

33. Every wheel of, a .trail~:rcop$tructect :;tfter 1st Ja;n1,1ary, 
1933, anc:l. drawn by a heavy n,iotor. car or a;' motor car shall be 

, equipped With a: pneuma tictyrei : ,. : ' . :' ,..'" 

" ", ProVided that this/ Regul:;ttiC)];l~haFniot 'apply. to a tr~ner 
drawn by a heavy motor car every'wheel of which: is not required 
to be equipped Witp., ~ pp'eurpa:tip. tl.re. " >, . 

Mudguat¢s 'c' ' ':"",» . ' 

3~., 'l'he .'Wl1eels' or .trac,ksat tl1e. '.rear ,Qf eyery' ~r:a;tler, shail be 
'provided with .'mudg:u~r.4sor'.QtJ:iet s.iD;lilar fi1;tings to cat~h, so 
f~r as practicable; tP.~d.or w~t.ertl;l.+.owJ:i- up' by tb~,rotation of , 

. the wheels at, the "mbv~:r;nerit' Qf' :tl1e"tI:acks ubleSs aq.equate 
'~rot,e:ctionis. a;ffo:t:d~db,yt!i:~. '1::Joc:lY 'o'f 'tl;l.e,tJ;aUer:. .' ' ' 
'. Provided that this Regtila,t~on"'s:p.i:l;ltnQt ~pply t:o tra1JeJ;s 
in an unfinished condition pl;'oceedihg .tb\a 'Works for completion, 
to land implements, to trailers used only for,: or e~pty iIlCQn-
'!l:ect~Qn:: wJth, tpe carriage: .of TO'Q.n9,t~I!lijer; :or. t9' traikrs drawn 
by a vehtcle' the' maximum '.speed of which i&-testrictedby virtue 
of the provisions of Regulation 70 and the S~hed1ile tQ 12m.p.h. 
,or less.' , ' " 

> "', ., .~ '". ,,~ , '" • • .' 

t .. , 'PART III " 
,. ~ .. 

REG.ULATIONSG'OVERNtrNG THE USE ON ROADS' "OF, 
, MOT.OR: VEHICI.ES ,AND TRAILERS ' 

, Mark,ings on locomo~i1)es' , " , ' " . 
35. 'The owne'r ;O::fa Idcotrioi{~'e 'shi,tilcau8e the 'u,i11atlen weight 

,'Of th~ veh.icle to be .painted or o,therwise plainIy' mar~ed JlPon 
:sbme·',cohspiCp.Qusplace"~~I.1~the Je'ft':or he~rside, o;f\ the vehicle. 

• l ,.' • " . ."~ . .." ' 

'Markings 'tnt ·-tractors , 
:' , 3'6., Tp.e 'owper-bfa, 'lll:otW" trac~tqr 'S.h~ll ca tlSeth'Ef w,eight '<;>f 
the vehlcleutilatl.ehahd th~ rn'!ixijfi.nii?-spe:ed at which it maybe 
driVen when 'drawing a 'tta-iler to 'l:wp'a-inted' or .otherwise I>l~inJy 
marked upon some conspicuous place' on the near side or on the '?tT ~sld'e of the vehicle. ," . . ' ... ,.-; ; , .,' ::: ..... " -. ;" ' 

, ; 

Mark'ingson heaiyy.mbtor cars' -"':' " ,'" i', 

,.'" 3,'r·.:;.'P!~ .:owner' of a heavymqtor) cat. 'snail 'CaUSe the Weight 
''Of ,the vehiGle 'up-laden' 'and' the'tha:x::rr~tl1mspeeq. a:t Whicli' it may 
'be drlvenwhen'J;lotdraWihg a ttl~~tilet td,' be ,painted or: 'otherwise 
'plMnly marked'upon s6me',consj)iG'Uotts plaCE! op: the'p,'e:;tt stc;1.eor 
on the off side of the vehicle:. ".' ,., : '., " ' 

,13A 
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Provided .that t:b.isRegulation shall not apPly to a vehicle 
, whicl1 is not registered." , . . 

Lad:en weight of locomotive 
38. The maximn,.ID Iladen weight of a locomotive shall not 

exceed the unladen weight perniitted by these Regulations by 
more than 3 tons. . . 

. Weight Of trailers drawn by a loeomotive 
39. The maximum total weight of all traile:rs, 'Whether laden 

or unladen, drawn by a.locomotive shall not e:x;ceed 40 tons. 

Laden weight of vehicle and trailer 
40. The total laden weight of a trailer together with .that of 

any motor tr.actor, he:avy motor car, or motor car drawing such' 
trailer shall .not exceed 24 tons.' , 

Laden weight of heavy motor car or motor car 
41. The weight transmitted to the road surface .gy anyone 

wheel of a n,eavy motor car or a motor car wherel;lo other wheel 
is in. the same line transverSely shall n,ot exceed 4 tons, the total 
weigJ:it so transmitted by ,any two wheels in line· transv:ersely 

'shall' hot exceed in the case ·of a two-Wheeled 'vehicle:8 tons and 
In the case o'! a vehicle with more than two Wheels 7t tons, and 
tj,te sum, ot the weights so transmitted by all the wheels and 
the trac~s Shall not exceed 22 tons. 

Laden, we~ght oj' trailer . 
42. The total laden weight of a trailer shall not e:x;ceed.13 tons. 

Distribution Of weight 
43. In the case ofa heavy motor car, motor car or trailer 

whether laden or unladen the weight transmitted to any strIp 
of the surface' upon which the vehicle rests contained between 
any two parallel lines drawn 2, feet apart on that surfaCe at 
right-angles to tbe longitudinal' axis of' the vehicle shall not 
exceed 10 tons . 

. Maintenance ofi vehicle and conditions ot loading so as not to be 
a danger 

44.~(1) Every motor vehicle"every trailer ·drawn. thereby al.1d 
all parts- and accessories of sUch vehicle and trailer shall at all .. 
times be in such condition, and the number of',passengers carried 

.'Qy, an:d the weight, distribUtion, packing, and. adj.ustment 'of the 
load ,of! such vehicle or trailer shall at all times be .such that no 
danger is caused or. is Ukeiy, to be caused to any person on tlie 
vehicle or trailer or on a road. 

(2) The load carried by any vehicle shall be so secured that 
danger is not likely to be caused to any· person on. a road by 
reasoU: ·olf the load or any part thereof falling-.from the :vehicle; 

(3) Where 'the load or .any portion of the lpad carried by 
a motor vehiele-,or t:t;ailer projects to the rear thereof so as· not 
to be easily distinguishable from a r'eas0hable distance by other 

.. users of the road steps shall be taken to render the projection 
easily distinguishable by such users. ' 
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(4) No motor vehIcle or trailersnall be used f.or any 
purpose for which it. is ~o unsuitab~e as to cau,seor be likely to 
cause danger to any: person on the vehicle or trailer or on a road. 

Maintenance Of speed indicator 
45. Eve,ry instrument. ;for ino.icating, speed provided in com

pliance with the requirements of Regulation 10 shall 
. (q) at all material times be matntained in good working 

order, and 
(b) be kept free· from any obstruction which might prevent 

its being easily re~d (or the appropriate indication 
given thereby being easUy seen): 

Provided that it shall be a good de;fence to proceedings 
. taken in respect of a contravention of'p}l,ragraph (a) to prove 
that 

(i) the defect occurred in the course o'f the journey during 
which the contravention was.,detecteq, .or . 

(ii) at the time when the contravention was detected steps 
had already been taken to have the def,ect remedied 
with all reasonable expedition. 

Mainte.nance Of glass . 
46. ,All glass or other transparent materia:! fitted to motor 

vehicles shall be maintained in such condition that 'it does 'not 
obscure the vision of the driver while the vehicle is being ,driven 
on a rO,ad. . 

Maintenance oj brakes and steering gear 
47. Every part of :every braking syste:m: and of t:ne means, of 

operation thereof ,fitted to a motor vehicle or trailer, and all 
steering gear fitted to a motor vehiCle shall at ,all times, while 

, the motor vehicle or trailer is used on a road, be ,maintained in 
gooo: and efficient working order and shall be properly adjusted. 

Use and maintenance of silencer 
48.-(1) No person shall use or cause or ,permit to be used .on 

a road any vehicle propelled by an internal compustion. Elngine 
so that the exhaust gase's from the engine escape into the 
atmosphere without first passing through the Silencer, expansion 
chamber or other contrivance required by tb.ese Regulations to 
be, fitted. . 

.(2) Every such silencer, expansion chamber or' other 
contrivanc'e shall at all times while the vehicle is used on a road 
be' maintained in gOOd and efficient working order, and shali not 
have been altered in such a way that the noise caused by the 
escape of the exhaust gases is made greater by the alteration. 

Maintenance ot tracks 
. 49. . An the tracks o;f a m,ot.or vehicle or trailer shall at' all 

times when' the motor vehicle or trailer is used on a road be 
maintained in such condition as to be free from any de'fect which 
might in any way cause damage to the surface of the road or 
dang,er to persons on or in 'the vehicle or tn other persons using 
the road, and be' maintatned in g.ood artciefflcient working order, 
and shall be properly adjusted. 
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Mqin.terwnce of tyres 
~;. 50. All the tyres of a motor vehicle or trailer shall at all times 
while the vehicle or trailer -is used on a road be maintained in 
such condition as to be free from any defect which might in any 
way cause damage to the surface of the road or danger to person~ 
on or in the vehicle or to other persons using the road. 

Maintenance of vehicle so as not to emit smoke, etc. 
51. Every motor vehicle shall be maintained in such condition, 

~nd shall be so driven and used on a road, that tQ.ere shall not 
be emitted therefrom any smok~, visil;lle vapour, grit, sparks, 
ash~s, cinders or oily substance, the emission of which could be 
prevented or avoided by the taking of any reasonable steps or. 
the e'X:ercise of' reasonable care, or the emission o~ which might 
. cause damage to other persons or property or endanger the sa~ety 
of' any other users of the road in consequence of any harmful 
content therei:q. . 

Excessive noise 
52. No persori shall use or ca.-use or permit to be used on a road 

any motor vehicle or trailer which causes any excessive noise 
either directly -o;r indirectly as a result of:-

'.' (i)' . any defect (including a. defect in design' or. construc-
tion), lack ·of repair or f~ulty adjustment in the motor 
vehicle or trailer or any part or accessory of such 
motor vehicle or trailer, or . 

(ii) the faulty packing or adjustment ot the load of such 
motor vehicle or trailer: 

, Provided that it shall be a good defence to proceedings 
take)!],ilrlder this Regulation:-. 

'(a) to prove that the noise or continuance of the noise in 
respect of which the proceedings are taken was due to 
some temporary or accidental cause and could not· 
have been prevented by the exercise of due diligence 
'and care on the part o'f the owner or driver of the 
motor yehicle; or 

(b) in the case of proceedings against the driVer or person 
in charge of the motor v,ehicle who is not the owner 
thereof, to prove that the noise arose through a defect 
in . design or construction of the motor vehicle o.r 
trailer or through the negligence' or fault of some other 
person, whose duty it was to keep the motor vehicle 
or trailer in proper condition or in a proper state of 
repair or adjustment or properly to pack or adjust the 
load o;f such motor vehicle or trailer as the 'case may 
be, and could not have been prevented by the exercise 
of reasonable diligence and care on the part of such 
driver 'Of other person in charge of the motor vehicle. 

. 53. No motor vehicle shall be us'ed on a road in such manner 
'as. to' ca1,lse 'any excessive noise which. could have been avoided 
by the exercise of reasona,ble care on ~h~ part ·of -the' driver. 
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stopping of engine when statwnary 
54. The driver o'f every motor vehicle shall, when the vehicle 

is stationary otherwise th~n through enforced stoppage owing 
to the necessities of "traffic, stop the 'action of" any machinery 
attached to, or forming piut M;such vehicle, so far as may be 
necessary for the prevention of noise: 

Provided that this Regulation shall not apply so as to 
prevent the examination or working of the machinery attached 
t'O,- or forming, part ot, ~ motor vehicle where any such examina
tion or working is rendered necessary by any failure or derange
mentof the said machinery or where the machinery attached to 
or forming part of the vehicle is·. required ror some ancillary 
purpose .. 

Use of warning instruments 
55.' When a mo,tor . vehicle is stationary on a r'Oad no person 

shall 'use or permit to be used any audible warning instrument 
with which it is fitted except when such use is necessary on 
grounds o'f safety. . 

Duties of driver . 
56. No person while actually drivi~g a motor vehicle shall be 

in such a position that he cannot have proper c'Ontrol over the 
vehicle o.r that he cannot retain a full view of the road arid traffic 
ahead. 

57. No person shall, except in the case of a road roller or other 
road plant while actually engaged in the construction, main":' 
tenance 'Or repair of roads, cause a motor vehicle to travel 
bacl{wards for a greater distance or time than may be requisite 
for the safety 'Or reasonable convenience of the 'Occupants of that 
vehicle or of 'other traffic on the road. 

58. 'Th~ driver of every vehicle propelled by steam (other than 
a motor car) shall, unless tW9' persons are· carried upon it for the 
purpose of driving 'Or attending to the vehicle, stop the vehicle 
whenever it is necessary to attend to the furnace. 

. , 59. No person shall cause or permit to be on a J;oad any motor 
vehicle which is not attended by a person duly licensed to drive' 
it unl,ess the engine is stopped and, where the vehicle is fitted, 
with a brake capable of being set, the brake is set so as effectually 
to prevent the movement o'f the tracks of the vehicle. .' 

Application of brakes of trailers-
60. Where a trailer is drawn by a motor' vehicle the driver 

(or in the case' of a locomotive one of the persons employed in 
driving or tending the locomotive) shall be in a position readily 
to operate any brakes required by these Regulations to be fitted 
to the trailer as well as the brakes of th~ motor vehiCle, unless 
a person O'ther than the driver is in a pOSition and competent 
efficiently to apply the brakes of the trailer: . 

. Provided that this Regulation shall not apply in the case 
ot trailers which, in compliance .with these Regulations, are fitted' 
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. with brakes which automatically corrie into operation on the 
. overrun of the trailer . 

. 61. No person in charge of a ~otor vehicle or trailer drawn 
thereby shall cause or permit such trailer to stand when detached 
from the drawing vehicle unless the tracks of the trailer are 
prevented from revolving by the setting of tne brake or the use 
of· a chain . 

. Length oj tow rope 
62. No motor vehicle shall tow any other vehicle unless the 

tow rope or chain be so adjusted that the distance separating 
the nearest points of the two vehicles shall not exceed 15 ·feet, 
and steps shall be taKen to render' the- tow rope or chain easily 
distinguishable by other users of the road. 

Restrictions. on the use 01 vehicles to draw trailers and. trailers 
drawn 

63. No motor vehicle which exceeds 26 feet in length shall 
draw a trailer: 

Provided that this Regulation shall not apply to any 
brOken down vehicle which is being drawn by a motor vehicle iIi 
consequence of the breakdown. 

64. No traiier shall be used for the conveyance of passengers 
for hire or' reward. 

65.-( 1) The number of trailers which may be dr~wn by a 
motor vehicle on a road shall not exceed-

(a) in the case of a locomotive, three; 
(b) in . the case of a motor tractor, one, if laden, or two, 

if. unladen; 
(c) in the case of a motor car or heavy motor car, one. 
(2) For the purposes of this Regulation the expression 

" trailer" shall not include any vehicle used solely for carrying 
water for the purposes of the drawing vehicle or any agricultural 
vehicle not constructed to carry a load. . 

Restriction oj width of loads . 
66.-(1) Subject to tlle provisions ·of paragraph' (2), no load 

shall be carried on any motor vehicle or trailer if the load 
projects more than 1 foot laterally beyond the overall width of 
the vehicle or· if the total width of the load (measured between 
vertical plants paranel to the longitudinal axis o;f the vehicle and 
passing through the extreme projecting pOints of the load) 
exceeds 9 feet 6 inches. 

(2) Paragraph (1) shall hot apply to-
(.a) the carriage on a motor· vehicle or trailer o;f an 
. indivisible load in the case of which it is not reasonaply 

practicable to comply with toe requirements of that 
paragraph, if the following conditions are complied 
with:- .. 
(i) the owner of· the vehicle shall have given two 

clear days' notice (excluding public holidays) to 
the Inspector General of the Royal Ulster 
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Constabulary. . The said notice shall contain 
particulars of the vehicle or vehicles qoncerned, 
the nature and total width of the load and the 
time, date and route of the journey: 

Provided that the Inspector General may in 
any case dispense with any of the foregoing 
reqUirements as to the· length of noti'ce or the 
particulars to be given; and 

(ii) the journey' is carried out in accordance with 
the particulars given in the notice subject to 
any variations in the' time, date or route which 
the owner may be directed to make by the 
Inspector General;. 

(b) the carriage of loose agricultural produce not baled 
or crated. 

Mascots 
67. No mascot shall be carried by a motor vehicle in any 

position where' it is likely to strike any person with whom the 
vehicle may collide unless the .mascot is not liable to cause injury 
to such person by reason of any projection thereon. 

Attendants 
68.-(1) In the case of heavy locomotives and light loco

motives, two persons shall be employed in driving or attending 
the locomotive while it is being driven on any road, and where 
a locomotiv,e is drawing trailers on a road one or more persons, 
in' addition to the persons employed as aforesaid, shall be 
employed for the purpose of attending to the trailers at' the· rate 
of one such additional person for each trailer in excess of one. 

(2) Where. a motor vehicle other than a iocomotive is 
drawing a trailer or trailers ,on a road .one person, in addition to 
the driver of the vehicle,. shall be carried either on the vehicle 
or on a trailer for the purpose of attending to the trailer or 
trailers. 

(3) The pr0visions of the foregoing paragraphs shall not 
apply in the following cases, that is to say:~ 

(a) to any road roller;' 
(b) where the· trailer' is a vehicle used solely for carryi;ng 

water for the purposes of the drawing vehicle or is an 
agricultural vehicle not constructed to carry a load; 

(c) in the -case of any· articulated vehicle;. 
(d) where a land implement is drawn by a land locomotive 

or land tractor, or where an agricultural trailer is 
drawn by a land tractor; 

(e) where a trailer with not more than two wheels is drawn 
by a motor car, or where a four-wheeled trailer having 
two close-coupled wheels on each side is drawn by a 
motor ,car:; 
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(f) where a m.otor tractor is drawing-
(i) any ,closed trailer specially constructed and used 

. 'for t:heconveyance of meat between docks and 
railway stations or between wllOlesale markets and 
docks or railway stations.; 

(ii) any machine or implement used for the purpose 
of the maintenance, repair or cleansing of roads; 
or 

(iii) any trailer designed for use and used solely in 
connection with stteetcleansing, the collection or 
disposal of refuse, or the collecti9n or disposal of 
the contents of gullies or cesspools; 

(g) where a works truck is drawing any works trailer and 
the weight unladen of each vehicle does not exceed 
30 cwt.; . 

(h) whereamotor vehicle is drawing a traUer not exceeding 
1 ton in weight, unladen, or a trailer not constructed 
to carry' and not carrying a load .other than plant or 
other special appliance' or apparatus which IS a 
permanen t . or essentially permanent fixture, and not 
exceeding 45 cwt. in ~otal w,eight,or a trailer which is a 
living van not exceeding 2 tons in weight unladen and 
fitted with pneumatic tyres, if in each case the br.akes 
o-f the trailer automatically co-me ~nto operation on the 
overru!). of the tr~iler; 

(j,) where a motor vehicle ·belonging to· the Admiralty; the 
War Department or the Air Ministry andpeing used 
for: naval, m~litary or air force purposes is drawing a. 
trailer fitted with brakes which can be applied by the 
driver of the drawing vehicle; or 

(k) where a motor vehicle is drawing a broken down 
vehicle, whether or not in consequence of a breakdown, 
in such a manner that the broken doWn vehicle cannot' 
be steered by 'its own steering gear. 

Penalty 
69., If any person uses or .causes or permits to be used .on any 

road a roo-tor vehicle or trailer in contravention o'far fails to 
comply with any of -the preceding' Regulations contained in 
Part III he shall be guilty of an off·enee against these Regulations .. 

Maximum speeds 
70. , The speed at which a motor vehicle is driven on any road 

shall not exceed the maximum speed specified in the Schedule 
for a motor vehicle of the class or description mentioned 
therein. 

Sealed with the Official Beal Of the Ministry of Home 
Affairs for Northern Ireland this twenty seventh day of 

(L.S.) September one thousand nine hundred and fifty-six. 

R. F. Dunbar, 
AssIstant Secretary. 
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SCHEDULE (see Regulation 70) 

MAXIMUM SPl!)EDS OF TRACK LAYING MO'l,'OR VEHICLES 

391 

Class oj Vehicle 
Maximum Speed in 

miles per hour 

1. Goods Vehicles which 'exceed 30 cw.ts. but 
do not exceed -three ·tons in weight 
unladen- . 

(i) Whe:n not drawing a trailer 
(ii) When drawing a trailer· ... 

2 .. Articulated Vehicles 
13. Heavy Motor Cars,. other than those men

tioned in .paragraphs 1 and 2 whether or 
not drawing a trailer- . . 

(a) if all the wheels of the Heavy 
Motor Car and 'Of the trailer 
when drawn are fitted with 
pneumatic tyres 

(b) if all the wheels' of the Heavy 
Motor Cat and of the trailer 
when drawn are not· fitted with 
pneumatic tyres but are fitted 
with tyres of a soft or elastic 
material 

(c) in any other case 
4. Agricultural ';fractors irrespective of un

laden weight and Motor Tractors exceed
ing 2! tons in weight unlade:h~ 

(i) when not drawing a trailer-
(a) H all the wheels are fitted with 

pneumatic tyres. or tyrel? of a 

30 
20 
20 

20 

12 
5 

soft or elastic material 5 
(b) in any 'other case . 5 

(U) when drawing a trailer fitted with a 
braking system prescribed' by 
Regulation 31-. . 
(a) if all the Wheels of both the 

tractor arid the trailer are:.;.-
(1) fitted with pneumatic tyres 2'0 
(2) not fitted w;ith pneumatic 

tyres but. are fitted with 
tyres of a soft or elaStic 
material . 12 

(b) in any other case 5 
(iii) When drawing a trailer which is not 

fitted with a braking system pre
scribed by Regulation 31 irrespective 
0f the class of tyres used 'on either 
the tractor: or the traHer ... 5' 
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Class oj Vehicle 
5. Heavy locomotives 

Maximum Speed in 
miles per hour· 

6. Ljght locomotives: 
(a) when not drawing more than two 

trailers and if fitted with pneumatic 
tyres or tyres of a soft or elastic· 
material 

(b) in any other case 
7. Any motor vehicle drawing a trailer and 

not included in one of the above categories 

5 

12 
5 

30 

P·UBLIC SERVICE VEHICLES: LICENSING FEES 

REGULATIONS, DATED 13TH MARCH, 1956, MADE BY THE MINISTRY OF 
HOME AFFAIRS UNDER SECTI0NS ELEVEN, TWELVE AND NINETEEN 
OF THE MOTOR VEHICLES (TRAFFIC AND REGULATION) ACT 
(NORTHERN IRELAND), 1926, SECTION SIX OF THE MOTOR VEHICLES 
AND ROAD TRAFFIC ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND); 1929, SECTION 
TWENTY-ONE OF THE FINANCE (MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS) ACT 
(NORTHERN IRELAND), 1955, AND SECTION SEVENTY-TWO OF THE 
ROAD TRAFFIC ACT (NORTHERN IRELAND), i955. 

1956. No. 34 [0] 

The Ministry of Home Affairs in exercise of the powers vested 
in it by Sections Eleven, Twelve and Nineteen of the Motor 
Vehicles (Traffic and Regulation) Act (Northern Ireland), 1926(a.), 
Section Six of the Motor Vehicles and Road Traffic Act (Northern 
Ireland), 1929(b), Section Twenty-one of the Finance (Miscel
laneous Provisions) Act (Northern Ireland), 1955«(:), and Section 
Seventy-two of the Road Traffic Act (Northern Ireland), 1955(d), 
and of .every other power enabling it in that behalf, and with the 
approval of the Ministry of Finance, hereby makes the following 
Regulations :--,-

1.-(1) These Regulations may be cited as the Pubiic Service 
Vehicles (Licensing Fees) Regulations. (Northern Ireland), 1956, 
and shall come into operation on the Second day of April, 1956. 

(2) In these Regulations the expression "the Principal 
Regulations" means· the Public Service Vehicles Regulations 
(Northern Ireland), 1951(e). 

2. For Regulation 10 of the Principal Regulations there shall 
be substitued the following Regulation:-

"10. The prescribed fees shall be as follows:-
(a) . For a motor-hackney carriage or omnibus for 

which a licence is applied for within one month of 
being registered for the first time under the 

. Vehicles (Excise) Act (Northern Ireland), 1954(f), 

(a) 16 and 17 Geo. 5, Ch. 31. 
(b) 20 Goo. 5', Ch. 21. 
(c) 1'985, C'h. 19. 

(d) 19J)5, Ch. 27. .. 
(~) B.R. & O. (N.r.), 1951, No. 54. 
m 1954 Ch. 17. 
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